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B2A WORKPLACE
B2A Workplace application always provides production workers
with a current work plan, including all information necessary for
its performance. It enables information about commencement of
work to be entered in the ERP, and production operations to be
written off. It also serves as a tool for both specific and general
communication with the employee.

FUNCTIONALITIES
Employee login

Start and write-off of work

Displaying of work queue

Displaying of production documentation

Any employee with an active user account and login
details can log in. Thanks to this, the overall workflow
of all related production processes is much more
efficient.

If production orders or operations are planned for a
specific production workplace or workers, then the
work queue displays production orders as they are
planned in the ERP (including taking priorities into
consideration). The employee thus sees exactly which
production order they are to work on at that time.

Loading of production order from barcode
The mobile device‘s camera simply scans the
production order using a barcode or QR code.

Production order information

The production order information displays the data
relevant for the specific production worker.

List of production operations

The employee has production documentation at their
disposal for every production order. The documents
are located either in the ERP, or in external systems.

Production operation information

Upon clicking on the specific production order
operation, more detailed information is displayed.

List of material and tools for the
production operation

A list of tools and input material from the ERP,
including its planned and issued quantities, is
displayed in the corresponding tab.

Production operation timeline

In the detail of every production order, there is a list of
individual production operations including all details.

Similar to the production order timeline, with the
difference that it only displays events linked to the
given operation.

List of material, tools and serial numbers

Employee account

In the production order detail, there is a list of the
prescribed tools, the input material from the ERP
including its planned and issued quantities, and the
necessary serial numbers.

Production order timeline

The timeline maps the entire production order life
cycle. It is used by the foreman for an overview of the
current status, and by employees to verify whether
everything was copied to the ERP.

CONTACT

The employee records the start and
end of work in the production operation,
which is immediately sent to the ERP. The
same applies for the start and end of any downtime.

E: info@b2a.cz
T: +420 601 340 956
www.b2a.cz

In this section, the employee can view performed
work write-offs, including the salary at which the
given write-off is assessed. A summary table, with
the time worked on operations and the standard and
hourly salary, is displayed for every day.

